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Abstract: Information security and permeability in the system is a major concern for cloud computing. 

Cloud service providers should ensure that user information remains private from other people (external or 

internal). Deployment of an intrusion detection system (IDS) is a technique to protect the cloud from 

existing security and intrusion threats. Due to the high traffic volume and the need for flexibility and the 

diversity of applications in a cloud environment, a distributed IDS is used to apply traffic management, and 

provide scalability concurrently. The challenge is to propose a method of load balancing that distributes 

input traffic among IDS sensors, and optimally balance the workload on the sensors, to improve the overall 

performance of the IDS, with minimum degradation in quality. In this paper, a load balancing method is 

presented which operates based on the sensors’ hardware specification and their compatibility with 

incoming requests, and the sensors' available resources. Dynamic request allocation to sensors is done in 

real time, using application layer load distribution, with no need to migrate requests or sensors, which 

could lead to extra overhead. The accuracy of IDS sensors in detection of attacks can be affected by the 

distribution of input traffic, but this shortcoming is resolved by our method. We compare the proposed 

method with existing algorithms in terms of load balancing and IDS functionality. The results confirm 

superior performance of IDS functionality in the proposed architecture. 
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1. Introduction 

Today, one of the most important applications of cloud computing is for trade and economic affairs. The 

reasons for cloud technology’s popularity include flexibility, scalability based on request volume, payment 

based on usage and availability. The technology’s challenges include the need to safeguard the security of 

users, and network bottlenecks. Use of an intrusion detection system (IDS) is a common method of 

protecting cloud networks from security and intrusion threats [1]. The high traffic volume in a cloud 

environment and the lack of a suitable central management make IDS deployment desirable. Methods have 

been presented in recent years for IDS improvement. The most important of these are the methods using 

software-defined networking, redundancy security tools and distributed methods [2]. The distributed 

methods are superior in terms of lower cost of using resources, the ability to use resources with diversified 

abilities, and with no need for strong and powerful standalone devices or infrastructure. The likelihood of 

the existence of a single point of failure is also reduced with a distributed architecture. Most proposed IDS 

applications have been associated with an input traffic distribution approach, employing several intrusion 

detection sensors [3]. 
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The high traffic volume of a cloud environment can lead to a drop in efficiency when sensors are 

overloaded. To maximize compatibility within the context of the cloud, while safeguarding the efficiency of 

intrusion detection sensors, the main approach has been to increase distribution of input traffic, with net 

load reduction for each system sensor [2]. Load balancing is classified as being either static or dynamic. In 

dynamic methods, load-distribution threshold changes can be made base on sensor status reports [4]. Static 

methods are typically lower-cost, with simpler load balancing done based on sensor specifications and 

performance history. Dynamic methods have suitable scalability and flexibility, and can usually improve 

efficiency of the sensors and the quality of load balancing. Their drawbacks are complexity and execution 

time [4]. In contrast, static methods focus on load balancing speed, based on a time optimization and cost 

reduction approach. Usually, limitations in the efficiency and flexibility of sensors lead to difficulties in 

productivity of resources. In practice, there is a heterogeneous mix of dynamic and static methods, with 

different approaches by different vendors, and an increasing variety of network services [5]. The flexibility 

and scalability of load balancing methods are of paramount importance, as well as compatibility with the 

network environment. The dynamic method is used more often, due to its more consistent performance 

amid a changing environment, while affording proper flexibility in a cloud environment [3]. In this paper, 

important existing methods are examined, and a new cloud-context method is presented with improved 

efficiency for IDS applications. 

2. Load Balancing in Cloud Computing 

Load balancing is a key and effective method for increasing the efficiency and speed of data traffic in the 

context of the cloud. For a system in which some nodes have been loaded severely and others partially, load 

balancing reallocates loads to take maximum advantage of resources and improve response time. The 

nature of the load under consideration can be processing, memory use or network load. Therefore, there 

should be a mechanism for the selection of nodes [6]. The load balancing process reduces a system’s 

response time, increases utilization of resources, and reduces the number of aborted tasks. In addition, load 

balancing increases end-user satisfaction and enhances system efficiency. The objectives and advantages of 

load balancing can be categorized among three groups [7]: 

 Scalability  

 Security  

 Consumption of energy and resources  

2.1. Classification of Load Balancing Systems 

In addition to general architectural structure, improvement in the efficiency of load balancing methods 

usually hinges on improvement of their algorithm [8]. There are two common algorithm types: 

 Round Robin: In this method, each node request is assessed and allocated sequentially, with no 

weighting.  

 Weighted Balancing: In this type, each node is weighted based on its processing power and capabilities. 

Requests are then allocated according to the weighting. (The server with a higher weighting is able to 

respond to more requests.) 

The most important published load balancing methods and algorithms include fuzzy logic [6], Central 

Load Balancing Decision Module (CLBDM) [7] and the Min-Min Method [9]. In terms of the network layers 

under consideration, load balancing systems can be divided into two groups. (These two groups are briefly 

discussed further in Section 6). 

 Load Balancer in Network High Layers [10]: These types of distributor, which are active in layers of 4 

to 7 of the network, usually have a specific approach for distributing traffic and requests between 
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servers. Load distribution is conducted using data of applied programs which have been executed by 

users. The load balancing process is one of the newest approaches of efficient distribution of requests. 

This method has the possibility of dispatching requests based on type of request [9]. For example, data 

in the header of an HTTP request can be used for server selection, such as directing multimedia requests 

to a specific server. 

 Load Balancer in Network Low Layers [11]: This type of distributor usually makes decisions based on 

the specifications of bottom layers of network. They tend to have lower quality in functionality and 

flexibility than the distributors of high layers. For example, distribution could be carried out based on 

the originating or destination IP address, or a combination of them [4]. 

Load balancing methods can also be classified based on the condition of system, and divided into two 

groups [5]:  

 Static: This type of load distribution does not depend on the current state of the system, but requires 

previous knowledge of the system. In this method, efficiency is not a paramount consideration.  

 Dynamic [4]: In this method, the system’s previous condition or behavior has no significance for load 

distribution. Instead, the current state and behavior of the system are used as criteria for load 

distribution. The comparative efficiency of this method is higher by far. 

3. Intrusion Detection Systems 

Setting up a computer system without the presence of weak security points is impossible in practice. 

Therefore, conducting research in the field of intrusion detection is of paramount importance for users of 

computer systems. An IDS comprises the hardware and/or software which is tasked with discovering any 

unauthorized application of system resources, misuse and/or incurred damage, arising from either 

domestic or foreign users. IDS are classified into two groups in terms of the supervision environment: 

 NIDS (Network IDS): This system is installed on an entrance point of a network (hub, switch and 

similar cases) and monitors traffic passing from the pertinent point.  

 HIDS (Host IDS): This system is installed on each host, and monitors the network’s input/output traffic 

for this particular host. 

3.1. IDS Use in the Context of the Cloud 

Taking advantage of security components, such as an IDS, is necessary in a cloud environment. Service 

providers are obliged to focus on their system’s security aspects for suitably safeguarding customer 

interests. Further users of a cloud environment cannot always trust providers of cloud infrastructure. 

Breaches of these conditions have spurred research innovations. One example is the introduction of IDS as a 

service (IDSaaS), in the context of cloud, allowing organizations and customers to take advantage of its 

security measures [12]. The Open Stack project is one of the most prominent platforms for this 

configuration in a cloud environment. This service has been implemented within the framework of Open 

Stack Networking (Neutron), allowing users to add desired redundancy to their project’s main nucleus [13]. 

An IDS has the following requirements in a cloud environment [14]: 

 An IDS should monitor several virtual machines (VMs), based on software requirements. 

 Customers of cloud services should sometimes be able to control IDS management themselves.  

Use of a traditional IDS in a cloud context typically leads to significant challenges. They usually cannot be 

applied in this context without some changes being needed [15]. In the following, the challenges that 

network designers face at the time of deployment of an IDS in a cloud environment are explained as follows:  

 In a conventional IDS, security policies have a significant tendency to be static due to the nature of IDS 

sensors in monitored systems. Although in cloud environments, monitored VMs are typically added or 
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removed dynamically. In addition, security requirements of each VM will differ from those of its peers 

[13]. 

 The issue of the volume of input data to the system is one of the most important challenges faced in a 

vast cloud environment. The volume of traffic passing an IDS will see a considerable hike with increased 

numbers of users and nodes in the cloud. As these systems are subjected to higher rates of incoming 

requests, the ability of an IDS to monitor traffic is reduced with the increased rate of passing traffic [13]. 

4. IDS Load Balancing in a Cloud Context 

Typically, it is not possible to use a single-sensor IDS in a cloud environment, with a distributed 

multisensory system preferred [16]. With this scheme, single points of failure are prevented, and any 

expected necessity for using concentrated, powerful sensors is mitigated. The process of removing and 

adding sensors could be carried out in a better way, due to the dynamic nature of requests in a cloud 

environment. Along with the potential for disrupted distribution of sensors, the process of distribution of 

requests among these sensors is of paramount importance. With high traffic in a cloud context, and 

diversity of the traffic, there is a possibility of overflowed sensors and the likelihood of a resulting loss of 

efficiency. Consequently, load balancing methods are usually used for a distributed IDS system [16], [17]. 

Load balancing for IDS sensors in the context of the cloud can follow two general approaches [18]: 

1) Proper allocation of requests at entrance time: A suitable sensor is selected at the time of entrance 

of a request, and the request is allocated to that sensor.  

2) Secondary allocation of requests based on the status of sensors: In the beginning, requests are 

allocated using presumption of sensor states. Based on studying the status of sensors during light 

loading, requests are allocated to an appropriate sensor. 

The selected approach will depend on the objectives and criteria for the desired efficiency. The subject of 

load balancing with IDS use is one of the latest concerns in cloud contexts, and in recent years various 

methods have been presented for improving it. The methods can be divided into these groups:  

1) Request integration methods based on current states: Request integration methods usually try to 

improve load balancing with the help of current management processes and topologies of the network. 

These methods will usually be compatible with the architecture of “software-based networks” [2]. 

2) Weighting and Classification Methods of Input Load: Using a process of prioritizing and weighting 

the traffic is one of the typically used methods. In general, a useful method has not yet been presented 

for IDS use in the field of load balancing.  

3) Adding Redundant Security Hardware or Software: In this method, IDS efficiency improvements are 

sought, using other security tools, such as a honeypot [19]. 

Each of these classifications can be used for an existing scenario. Currency methods are usually used in 

clouds that enjoy a network protocol and virtual switches with proper capabilities. And enjoy the possibility 

of management of flow. Hardware methods will require a lateral security tool [20]. 

Here, weighting and prioritizing methods of sensors’ input load will be more appropriate in terms of 

existing complexity calculations and costs, since they can be managed independently. Also, weighting 

methods will have better performance due to the dynamicity of a cloud environment, a situational change of 

active sensors, and fluctuating input traffic rates. Unlike methods based on currency, there is no need to 

periodically adjust specifications. Also, similar to hardware methods, there is no redundant security tools 

overhead [2], [19], [20]. Two methods can be used to characterize the efficiency of a distributed IDS in a 

cloud context. One is related to the evaluation of the efficiency of the load balancing process, while the other 

is related to the evaluation of IDS efficiency. Therefore, usability criteria can be based on these two 

evaluation methods. 
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4.1. IDS Efficiency Evaluation Criteria 

IDS evaluation is usually conducted in terms of the identification of potential attacks, and the rate of 

warnings produced. For this purpose, four types of warnings can be defined for all IDS applications [21]: 

1) True Positive: an alarm is produced, and relevant attacks have in fact been carried out. 

2) False Positive: an IDS alarm occurs, but no attack has occurred.  

3) False Negative: An attack has been conducted, but no IDS alarm is generated. 

4) True Negative: An event when no attack has taken place and no detection is made. 

The true-positive rate can also be called the “detection rate.” The false-positive alarm rate is also known 

as the “False Alarm Rate”. With increased identification rate of attacks, and a reduced rate of false alarms, 

the relevant IDS quality will be improved [21]. 

4.2. Load Balancing Efficiency Evaluation Criteria 

A load distributor’s evaluation process is usually specified by studying the status and specifications of 

VMs. Criteria used in this field include:  

1) Degree of Imbalance (DI): This criterion is defined to evaluate the balance of time and resources 

(memory, bandwidth and processor use) [22]. 

    
          

    
                                       (1) 

Refer to (1), values of      and      show the maximum and minimum amount of execution time of a 

request, among all requests (  ) which have been executed on all VMs. Also,      gives the average time of 

execution of all requests on all VMs. With a reduced value of DI, a better load balancing can be obtained. 

2) Load Balancing Metric (LBM) [23]: This criterion shows the degree of balancing the loads of VMs, and 

is usually defined within the framework of the productivity rate of the processor of each VM. In this 

equation, the value of the load of each “i” sensor is defined by a “j” test (among “m” carried out tests) 

using the symbol        . Also, the maximum value of the load among all VMs in test “j” is shown by 

          . LBM is defined as follows:  

     
                

                         
                                   (2) 

The value of LBM varies between 1 and the number of VMs (n). Smaller values of LBM indicate more 

appropriate load balancing. 

3) Makespan [24]: This criterion studies the completion time of each request directly, and its value is 

derived from the requested resources and extant processing volume. The completion time of request “i” 

on VM “j” is denoted by the      parameter, with Makespan defined as: 

                                                                       (3) 

The smallest values of Makespan indicate more appropriate balancing of the relevant load. 

5. Related Work 

In earlier methods, sample sets of sensors were configured on hosts separately, and a central balancer 

undertook distribution of input traffic. Static hashing methods were used on the network and the header of 

the transfer layer, and the proper IDS sensor for undertaking load balancing was selected [25]. These 

methods have been improved by using algorithms which are adapted dynamically based on the current load 

dynamically [26], [27]. 

Previously, an IDS operated in isolation, and did not share its status. Instead, a comprehensive protocol 
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was presented for allowing the sharing of this information [28]. This technique provides identification of 

abnormality and adaptation of patterns in multi-connection mode. With any significantly increased rate of 

information transfer, homogeneity and updating of this information becomes difficult. For mitigation of this, 

a multi-nucleus environment was presented [29], which was configured based on Bro IDS [30]. This 

approach improved multi-nucleus architecture, with the division of processing data into stages. Both 

dynamic and sensitive distribution methods have been presented. These methods use all available 

resources of sensors optimally, based on assessment of the current status of sensors. With the proper 

distribution of input requests, both the availability and expandability properties of parallel sensors are 

improved [31]. Consistency of managing the current load under different conditions and changes of 

available hardware resources are considered to be one of the most important challenges facing these 

methods [12]. For this purpose, compatible methods have been presented. 

In general, Dynamic Adaptive Load Balancing includes two parts: 1-Controlling Status, and 2-Load 

Balancing. “Controlling status” is used to monitor and collect current information, with load information 

including the productivity of the processor and bandwidth, with adding or removing sensors and other 

sensor information. The “load balancing” sector activates based on collected load information and 

weighting of sensors homogeneously [31]. 

A group of these distributors are based on activation and deactivation functions, operating due to single 

or double threshold states. These functions are summoned at the time of overflowing or underflowing of 

sensors. Based on this, an available redundancy load is transferred to the proper new sensor. Reduction in 

the number of these summons, and aggregation of produced alarms, lead to improvement in the efficiency 

of the system [32], [33]. Methods based on activation/deactivation with threshold extent are used in the 

load balancing process, in the cloud context. Based on the distribution of states of VMs, they are usually 

classified into the following three groups: 1-Overflowed, 2-Normal and 3-Underflowed. Reduction of the 

rate of activation/deactivation of VMs at the time of overflowing and underflowing is one of the most 

important challenges of this group [18]. Another group of these distributors carry out the process of proper 

allocation of a request at the time of its entrance. Secondary overhead will not exist, due to the lack of 

activation/deactivation. In this group, selection of the proper sensor is usually carried out with the help of 

algorithms assigning weighting to sensors, with input load and/or similar dynamic hashing algorithms [31], 

[34], [35]. Weighting-based load balancing methods are used by service providers comprehensively and, are 

generally designed based on their nature in the form of Real Time [36]. For this purpose, this group of 

methods is called “Real Time Server-Statistics Based Load Balancing” (RTSLB). A scoring process and 

selection of priority in the selection of service providers is one of the statistical methods used in RTSLB. 

This scoring has been conducted based on the following four parameters: 1-VM processing load, 2-VM 

response rate, 3-number of requests allocated to the VM, 4-the record of similar requests or multi-requests 

that should be cached [34]. VMs are scored at the time of entrance of each request using these four 

parameters. The VM which obtained the maximum score is selected to undertake the current load. 

6. Proposed Architecture 

Intrusion detection sensors are selected for use in specific networks based on their hardware 

specifications. A cloud environment requires more specialized intrusion detection sensors due to the very 

high traffic. For example, sensors have been chosen to identify attacks employing multimedia requests, with 

another group planned for a use because of database requirements [37], [38]. 

For use in a cloud context, intrusion detection sensors can be classified into the following three groups 

based on hardware specifications [39]: 

1) Sensors with proper data bandwidth 
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2) Sensors with proper processing power  

3) General sensors 

Rules used for detection of attacks can be specified for each type of sensor. Alternatively, sensors may not 

differ in terms of rules used, but only in their hardware specifications.  

As mentioned above, selection of the desired layer for employment of a load balancing process is one of 

the most important considerations in load balancing. Since this proposed architecture is considered for a 

cloud environment, the cloud (i.e., layer of VMs) is one of the main levels and the load balancing process is 

executed in the context of these machines. In Fig. 1, shows balancer locations in layered cloud architecture. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Location of the proposed balancer in a layered cloud architecture. 

 

Input requests to the cloud environment can be allocated using two methods: 

1) Web service level      

2) Super computer level 

The super computer method was the first specialized method of request in a cloud environment, but was 

set aside due to practical restrictions and lack of proper totality [40]. Today, presenting cloud services in the 

context of web protocols (such as HTTP) is possible, because of the expansion of web-based systems and 

the availability of various types of web services.  

Web API (application programming interface) agents have been presented for a web-based cloud 

environment, the most important of which include: Feedly Cloud API [41], Simple Cloud API [42] and 

Microsoft Azure user agent [43]. Each of the applied links has usually implemented various types of request 

analysis methods. Identification and isolation of various types of request, and their guidance to the relevant 

service providers, is one of the main duties of these methods. There are two main request analysis methods:  

1) Based on Header: Isolation of web-based requests based on their HTTP header. 

2) Based on RESTful protocol: Isolation of web-based requests based on the URL address [43]. 
 

 

Fig. 2. A sample of multimedia request in RESTful protocol. 
 

Any isolation process and header analysis are more costly with the introduction of a new version of 

HTTP/2, and increased diversity of the headers within. With the increased rate of cloud requests, the time 

cost of analysis of these headers will create a considerable overhead. As a result, most cloud-applied links 
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use the method based on the RESTful protocol. In this method, any type of service has been provided 

presumably based on the personal address, with requests from users classified within the framework of 

applied links and sub-addresses. For instance, Fig. 2 shows multimedia requests may be sent with a certain 

date [44]. 

Consequently, all requests are classified based on address. From Fig. 2, this process is conducted in a web 

API1, and requests have been tagged due to their types and are directed toward the proposed distributor. 

Apart from the type of API used, all of them are specifically tagged requests [45]. 

6.1. Scoring Distributed Sensors for Load Balancing 

The proposed method uses a dynamic load balancing algorithm. With due observance of various types of 

requests, which are directed from a web API, and considering status and the available types of intrusion 

detection sensors in the cloud, a score is attributed to each sensor. The sensor obtaining the maximum 

score will be selected for the input request. Requests are classified based on their specifications and the 

optimal type of sensor corresponding to them. Classification details are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Prioritizing Sensors Based on Request Type [46] 
General Sensor Sensor with Proper Processing 

Power 
Sensor with Bandwidth / 

Proper Band 
Request Type / Sensor Type 

   Application 

   Audio 

   Image  

   Message  

   Multipart  

   Video  

 

In Table 1, available sensors are prioritized for each request based its type. For example, for audio 

requests, a sensor with proper bandwidth is the most appropriate sensor type (indicated by two ticks). A 

general sensor (without a tick) can be selected if a more appropriate sensor type is not available. With such 

classification, consistency and compatibility of various types of cloud input requests have been correlated 

with intrusion detection sensors. In other papers, a combination of productivity value and sub-network 

physical specifications of each sensor is used as a prioritizing parameter for sensors. For example, in [47], 

the degree of productivity and response time of each sensor is used in a combined form. The main problem 

with these parameters is that the combinations merely rely on sensor specifications. Therefore, they will 

not necessarily attain the appropriate efficiency. Therefore, in the proposed method two parameters are 

used for scoring sensors 

1) Available resources  

2) Degree of compatibility of the type of input request and intrusion detection sensors (               )  

Available resources indicate the usable capacity of a sensor’s hardware components, which is defined 

based on (4). 

                                                         (4) 

In this formula,         is the utilization of a sensor, which indicates the value of applied resources. This 

parameter is defined using a weighted combination of utilization of bandwidth, main memory and 

processor: 

         
                               

                         
                                       (5) 

 
1Application Program Interface 
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Weighting utilization in terms of bandwidth, main memory and processor is conducted according to the 

following three factors, for the production of a total utilization unit parameter, according to (5):  

1) Based on Input Request: In this method, weighting is conducted based on the type of utilization and 

the input request type (Table 1). For example, if the input request is video, more weight can be 

associated to            parameter. Consequently, the effect of this parameter will be increased in the 

calculation of         .  

2) Based on Load Balancing Manager Decision: In this method, weighting coefficients are allocated by 

the balancer manager empirically, based on the adopted policy. 

3) Based on Current Status of Each Sensor Dynamically: With increased utilization and productivity in 

terms of bandwidth, main memory and processor, changing coefficients for the calculation of         is 

possible. If, for example,             is overflowed severely, its coefficient could be increased to have a 

larger share in the calculation of        .    

The degree of compatibility and consistency of requests and sensors is calculated according to Table. The 

scoring formula for sensors is obtained according to (6), using the two parameters related to the available 

resources and consistency of request and sensor.  

 

                                                                                                 (5) 

 
At the time of allocation of each request, a scoring formula is calculated for each sensor. The sensor 

obtaining the maximum score is selected as the appropriate sensor, and the relevant request is allocated to 

this sensor. Each of these parameters has coefficients                and               that indicate its effect 

in calculation of a general score for this sensor. 

The value of these coefficients is selected by the balancer manager, based on the adopted decisions. For 

example,               is taken into consideration more for a sub-cloud which is focused on reduced cost of 

hardware resources. If the compatibility of cloudlets (requests) and a particular intrusion detection sensor 

are assigned higher significance, the coefficient of                will have a higher value. The adoption of 

weighting coefficients will differ based on the system that the algorithm is being applied in, details of which 

are out of this paper’s scope. The quality achieved of studying data packets and successful identification of 

attacks with intrusion detection sensors has a direct relationship with the current load of sensor. Intrusion 

detection sensors with normal loading are more efficient than those in an overflow state. Generally, an IDS 

will have two option for dealing with input traffic based on the sampling rate [48]: 

1) Sampling with a Static Rate: A certain number of input packets are studied during specific time 

intervals.  

2) Adaptive Sampling: The sampling rate is changed based on the current load and sensor status.  

In the static sampling method, utilization of sensors is increased with increased input traffic. Intrusion 

detector sensor efficiency will be decreased as a result of overflowing.  

In the adaptive sampling method, this efficiency drop will be found to be relatively “less” compared with 

the increase of input traffic, because the packets’ sampling rate is reduced when the sensor is overflowed, 

which prevents overflowing of the relevant buffer. For example, when utilization is between 70 and 80 

percent, only one of 100 packets will be analyzed. For increased productivity, the degree of sampling is 

adaptive, to avoid overflowing of buffers and resulting severe loss of efficiency [48]. Snort and Suricata as 

standard IDS types use these two methods [49], [50]. 

6.2. Implementation of the Proposed Architecture 

In Fig. 3 shows the proposed architectural. The cloud environment is considered to be a complex of 

sub-clouds, with each sub-cloud consisting of a distributor, a number of intrusion detection sensors and a 
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number of end users. Input traffic is guided as HTTP requests to an input gate. Following Fig. 1, requests are 

tagged based on their various types, and are guided toward a distributor. If an input request belongs to a 

particular session (to which its requests have been allocated in the past), this request is allocated to the 

previously selected sensor; otherwise, the relative sensors of intrusion detection are scored and finally, the 

desired traffic is guided to the sensor with the highest score. This method provides the possibility of 

detecting attacks that require processing of a session to identify them. This feature had not been considered 

in previous works. The calculation of the scoring formula is carried out according to the following 

hypotheses and points, with minimum overhead: 

 Calculation of a scoring formula for sensors is done at the time of allocation of each request (that is, in 

real time).  

 The                 parameter can be calculated at the time of entrance of a request, in a suitably short 

time, because it is obtained from a comparison of the type of input request and the type of sensors. 

 Weighted parameters are always are at hand, having been selected by the designer of the network based 

on the desired approach. 

 The                  parameter is sent by sensors to the balancer every five seconds, with the value of 

the                     parameter calculated by the balancer. In some methods, the         value is 

collected by the balancer at the time of allocation of the request. This method is not suited for balancer 

determination, due to the varying delay involved in the sensors sending a         value, and in different 

receiving times, which is considered as time overhead for the calculation of the score [5], [32], [34]. 

 
Fig. 3. General scheme of the proposed architecture. 

 
The proposed architecture can be divided into subgroups, from the moment of traffic entrance to the time 

of reaching end user; details are shown in Fig. 3. 

6.3. Simulation of the Proposed Architecture 

CloudSim has been used for the simulation of the proposed method due to different reasons such as 

possibility of personification and use of workload. Simulations have been conducted on a system with the 

specifications of Table 2. 

The Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL) workload is used for simulation of the proposed method. 

Since sensors are defined within the framework of VMs, and its types using particulars of that VM, 

simulation of requests are extracted from the LLNL standard workload. Considering the parameter of 

Submit Time, and given the relevant sub-cloud, the load is guided towards the relevant load balancer of that 

sub-cloud. It should be noted that the load distributor undertakes the responsibility of allocation of each 

request to the proper intrusion detection sensor. In this, the main architectural part of load balancer is used. 

In the beginning, the App ID parameter of each request is studied. The relevant request type is identified 

using this parameter (video, audio, etc). A score is allocated to all VMs using the scoring formula. Finally, the 
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sensor which has obtained the maximum score is selected as the most suitable sensor.  

 

Table 2. Specifications of the System Used for Simulation 
Processor 

Processor type Intel Core i5 
Processor speed 2400 MHz 
Storage 
Drive size 500 GB 
Hard Drive Speed 7200.0 RPM 
Memory 

Memory size 6000 MB 
Memory type DDR3 
Memory speed 1333.0 MHz 

 

 
Fig. 4. Pseudo-code of the proposed architecture. 

 

To simulate an IDS in CloudSim, common IDS anomaly definitions are used. Two samples of the most 

famous anomalies, studied in Snort and Suricata, have been simulated in the cloud context [51]: 

1) Alpha Flows [52]: Transfer of data and voluminous requests in the form of a Point-to-Point Attack, with 

addresses of specific origin and destination. 

2) Flash Crowds Anomaly [53]: Various requests from the originators are distributed to a specific 

destination, explosively over a time interval. 

Any other anomaly can be inserted and simulated thanks to the available requirements; indicating an 

improvement on results instead of a negative influence.   
 

Table 3. Specifications of Simulated Intrusion Detection Sensors 
Specifications QTY Type of Sensor 

10 GB Bandwidth , 2 GB Ram , 10000 Mips , 6 Pes 4 Based on bandwidth 

10 MB Bandwidth , 1 GB Ram , 10000 Mips , 2 Pes 4 General 

100 MB Bandwidth , 4 GB Ram ,1000000 Mips , 16 Pes 4 Based on CPU Load 

 

Test Scenario: Two data centers have been modeled, so that two hosts will exist in each scenario. The first 

Step1:  Redirect HTTP Requests to Web API 
Step2:  Extract Type of Requests by Web API 
Step3:  Add Type of Request to HTTP Header by Web API ( Use "X-" convention or new convention) 
Step4   Navigate The Customize Request to Proposed Load Balancer 
Step5:  Define   HistoryOfSessionID&Sensor = Map<SessionID,Sensor>; 
Step6:  IF( Request.SessionID is Repetitive){ 
// Allocate The request to Selected Sensor that accepted requests with this session ID 

SelectedSensor = HistoryOfSessionID&Sensor.findSensor (Request.SessionID); 
  }else { 
Define  HistoryOfSensor&SensorScore = Map<Sensor,SensorScore>; 
For( All Sensors ){ 
Calculate                                                                                      ; 
HistoryOfSensor&SensorScore.Add(Sensor,            ); 
} 
SelectedSensor = FindSensorWithMaxSensorScore(HistoryOfSensor&SensorScore); 
HistoryOfSessionID&Sensor.Add(Request.SessionID, SelectedSensor); 
} 
Step7 : Allocate Request to SelectedSensor 
Step8 : The SelectedSensor Analyzes the Request and Generates Different kind Of Alarms 
Step9: IF ( Request is Safe){ 
Navigate Request to End User 
}else { 
Drop Request } 
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host of each center has higher processing power, while the second host owns more bandwidth. Simulation 

of an actual cloud environment is the main objective of using two data centers with different hosts, allowing 

testing of the allocation of input loads to various data centers. Multimedia requests will usually require 

considerable bandwidth, and database requests have a high processing load. 12 sensors (VM) are placed in 

each host, per Table 3:  

 Static Sampling Scenario: sampling every five-packets.  

 Adaptive Sampling Scenario: Given the general utilization distance, sensors have been considered as 

follows:  

a) 1/5 packets should be analyzed in less than 60% of utilization. 

b) 1/20 packets should be analyzed between 60 to 70% of utilization. 

c) 1/200 packets should be analyzed between 70 to 80% of utilization. 

d) 1/2000 packets should be analyzed between 80 to 90% of utilization. 

e) 1/20000 packets should be analyzed above 90% of utilization.  

6.4. Comparison and Evaluation of the Proposed Method and Other Previous Methods 

As discussed in Sections 2 and 3, using single-sensor IDSs in a cloud context is impossible, due to high 

traffic. To demonstrate this important effect, a single-sensor IDS will be simulated, and compared with the 

explained specifications. Here, along with a single-sensor IDS, a rotary load balancing method and the 

RTSLB weighting method (Weighted Algorithm) [34] are simulated and compared using the proposed 

method.  

Comparison of the methods is summarized within the framework of IDS efficiency evaluation criteria and 

the balancer, details of which have been explained in sections 1 to 4 and 2 to 4. Also, each of two sampling 

modes is taken into consideration:  

1) Comparison of True Positive Alarm Criterion: With increasing value of this parameter, efficiency of 

an IDS sensor is improved. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Rate of true positive alarms vs. the number of 

cloudlets (requests) using adaptive sampling 
method. 

 
Fig. 6. Rate of true positive alarms vs. the number of 
cloudlets (requests) using static sampling method.

As it can be observed from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, efficiency of the single-sensor model drops severely with the 

increase of input traffic, so that its true alarm rate will decline as well. Such an efficiency drop is more vivid 

in the static sampling model, because the pertinent buffer is saturated with the increased number of 

requests. Inevitably, it starts abandoning packets. Consequently, attack detection capability will be reduced. 

In adaptive sampling, a drop of the alarm rate is observed with an increased number of requests. This drop 
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is found to be less at the time of overflowing sensors, due to the reduced rate of sampling.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Average rate of true positive alarms vs. the average cloudlets (requests) of each sensor. 

 

In the Round Robin and Weighted Algorithm methods, RTSLB offers less efficiency than the proposed 

method, because of the inability to manage attacks based on session, as well as dealing with load imbalance 

during increased request rates. These two methods use “numbers of requests” for distribution directly so 

their efficiency can be severely compromised by request diversity, leading to unnecessary overflowing of 

sensors. Fig. 7 illustrates a comparison of the use of each sensor separately in the proposed method, and 

single-sensor use. In this comparison, the single-sensor mode has been configured through consideration of 

various hardware specifications used in the proposed method. According to the figure, the proposed 

method will present better efficiency, due to the distribution of requests at the time of sensor overflow, and 

its accounting for sensor type. Consequently, the average rate of identified attacks for the same true positive 

alarms turned out to be better using the proposed method by considering sensor type.   

2) Comparison of False Positive Alarm Criterion: This type of alarm indicates a sensor’s false detection, 

identified as false alarms. Reduction of this parameter indicates better sensor efficiency. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Rate of false positive alarms vs. number of 

cloudlets (requests) using adaptive sampling 
method. 

 
Fig. 9. rate of false positive alarms vs. number 
of cloudlets (requests) using static sampling 

method. 
 

Analysis of this parameter is similar to the procedure for true alarms. The single-sensor model has 

suitable efficiency (similar to the proposed method), but with increasing number of requests, the static 

sampling model starts abandoning packets due to the saturation of the sensor buffer. Intrusion detection 

sensors usually produce alarms at the time of abandoning packets. (Recall that a denial of service occurs 
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with increased traffic) [51]. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Average rate of false positive alarms vs. the average cloudlets (requests) of each sensor. 

 

Since by definition a false positive means no attack has occurred, it should be considered as a false alarm. 

Analysis is the same as for the adaptive sampling model, with the difference that trending of sensor 

overflow will decrease due to the reduced rate of sampling. 

In Fig. 10, average false positive alarm rates for each sensor are shown individually, increasing with a 

larger average number of cloudlets. An increasing trend of this parameter will occur with sensor overflow. 

The proposed method transfers load to another sensor, based on the recommendations of the scoring 

algorithm. Consequently, a negative average rate of positive alarms will have slower rate than the 

single-sensor mode. Similar to the analysis for true alarms, the proposed method has better efficiency and 

performance than other methods. Also, this improvement is more vivid in adaptive sampling model. 

3) Degree of Imbalance (DI): This parameter is based on balancer evaluation parameters, which are 

defined within the framework of the three categories of processor, main memory and bandwidth. From 

the definitions of 2-4 part, it can indicate imbalance of the processing load, memory use and 

consumable bandwidth. 

4)  

 
Fig. 11. Degree of imbalance (DI) of processing load 

vs. the number of cloudlets (requests) using 
adaptive sampling method. 

 
Fig. 12. degree of imbalance of memory load vs. the 

number of cloudlets (requests) using adaptive 
sampling method. 

 

The Weighted Algorithm, RTSLB shows a higher imbalance relative to other methods, due to the rate of 

complicated processing, which is carried out for determining the selected sensor. In the same way, the 

proposed and round robin methods will be more appropriate due to the greater simplicity of the selection 

process. Also, the RTSLB method will be relatively inefficient, due to the calculation of a parameter (number 

of cloudlets) during an interval of diversified requests, with different processing volume. The round robin 

and weighted algorithm (RTSLB) methods are insensitive to the volume of memory consumed in the 
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execution of requests. For this purpose, the value of memory consumed will have an irregular distribution. 

The degree of imbalance parameter will be interpreted based on bandwidth. As was mentioned in the 

introduction, a cloud environment exhibits different types of cloudlets (requests), with varying hardware 

specifications and requirements. Consequently, identification of these conditions can bring about 

considerable improvement. Considering that our proposed method uses parameters indicating the 

utilization of the processor, memory and bandwidth in calculation of the sensor scores, the load allocated to 

sensors will stand at an appropriate level in terms of these three resources. The management of coefficients 

of these parameters will safeguard keeping the degree of imbalance within reasonable limits. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Degree of imbalance of bandwidth load vs. the number of cloudlets (requests) using adaptive 

sampling method. 
 

5) Load Balancing Metric (LBM): This parameter can be used to evaluate the system balance.  

 

 
Fig. 14. Value of LBM vs. the number of cloudlets 

(requests) using static sampling method. 

 
Fig. 15. Value of LBM vs. the number of cloudlets 

(requests) using adaptive sampling method. 

 
Since this parameter considers only maximum utilization and productivity of a processor, it does not 

show an appropriate indication of the general balance of the load. The peak–load parameter is 

instantaneous, and does not give results from an integrated and distributed perspective. Instead, it can 

merely be inferred that a RTSLB method has an improper balance in terms of the instant peak–load, while 

the proposed and round robin methods impose less burden on sensors during the specific time interval of 

the requests (cloudlets). 

6) Makespan: This parameter is defined based on the completion of requests (cloudlets).  
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Fig. 16. Value of Makespan vs. the number of 
cloudlets (requests) using adaptive sampling 

method. 

 
Fig. 17. Value of Makespan vs. the number of 

cloudlets (requests) using fixed or static sampling 
method. 

 
As mentioned above, the completion time for each cloudlet depends on factors of the entire system, such 

as processor capability, memory, bandwidth, etc. To complete each request, its execution requirements 

(re-processing, value of required memory, requested bandwidth) should be provided. If none of these 

requirements are prepared, the pertinent cloudlet (request) will be stored in a sensor buffer, allowing all 

prerequisites to be met.  

For this purpose, the completion time for cloudlets (request) is defined. However, in the static sampling 

model, the average waiting time will be enhanced, due to the prolongation of sensors’ buffer data.  

Consequently, the Makespan criterion will drop a bit more. In contrast, when an adaptive sampling model is 

used, the completion time for cloudlets (requests) will be characterized by their execution time. The length 

of sensors’ queue is reduced during overflow states, due to the adaptive sampling strategy. Eventually, the 

proposed method will provide a more appropriate Makespan.  

7. Conclusion 

The popularity of cloud computing and its associated services, has led to increased security concerns as a 

particularly challenging issue. The nature of cloud systems requires new approaches to overcome security 

and attack threats. Even traditional network security solutions and tools could benefit from modifications 

and changes. For this reason, IDS, as one of the most common and inseparable components of networks, 

must be adapted to these environments. Distributed IDS use has been introduced, because of the dynamic 

nature and high-traffic volume of cloud environments. However, this distribution imposes the need for a 

mechanism to balance the load of IDS sensors, to prevent overflow situations in some sensors while others 

are underflowed. This will lead to better performance and more efficient resource utilization. On the other 

hand, an overflow of IDS sensors can severely degrade their functionality. Also, different sensors, which do 

not necessarily have suitable processing ability, bandwidth and memory, can be used in a cloud 

environment.   

In this article we presented a weighted load balancing method, suitable for a cloud environment, and 

offering proper distribution of traffic among intrusion detection sensors. This allows functionality 

according to the characteristics and challenges of cloud computing architecture. 

In this method, a specific weighting is given to each sensor by defining two parameters: 1) the 

compatibility of the type of request and the intrusion detection sensor; 2) the current state of the sensor in 

terms of available resources. The most suitable sensor will be chosen according to the weighting and 

prioritizing process, and the relevant request will be assign to this sensor. The advantage of this method is 

that request-sensor compatibility is assessed and matched, rather than focusing only on the hardware 
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diversity of intrusion detection sensors. Also, the current state of available sensor resources is 

appropriately considered, in terms of processor, bandwidth and memory. With this scheme, and in 

considering the history of packets of the same connection session, load balancing will not adversely affect 

alarm detection of the IDS. The simulation results show that with every parameter considered for 

evaluating a load balancer and IDS functionality, our proposed method has superior results.    
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